Pulsed photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) technique for measuring absolute optical absorption coefficient requiring no additional measurements is presented. It is based on determination of amplitude-time characteristics of PA signal generated in air surrounding sample under investigation. PA signal is excited by short laser pulse. Sample is placed in a three-chamber PA cell. Time dependence of PA signal expected in different chambers of PA cell is derived. Water absorption coefficient at IR wavelength was measured.
INTRODUCTION
For performing quantitative photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) it is desirable to have a method of obtaining the absolute optical absorption coefficient of a sample P from PAS measurements alone.
Such methods, using CW-optical radiation and gas-microphone scheme of registration, are described in Ref. [1, 2] . Wetsel and McDonald [l] used the modulation frequency dependence of the PAS amplitude to obtain a value of p by the comparison of the experimental data with the theoretical predictions of Rosencwaig and Gersho [3] . By measuring the PAS amplitude at a given wavelength over a frequency range between 200 Hz and 2 kHz the authors were able to obtain a value of /3 accurate to 10-15 ' 3%. Teng and Royce [2] proposed the method of measuring absolute optical absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength by combining amplitude and phase information obtained from the photoacoustic (PA) response. Only a single spectral scan at one modulation frequency is required and no auxiliary measurement of / 3 at a chosen wavelength is necessary.
We present a new pulsed PAS technique for measuring absolute optical absorption coefficient, based on determination of amplitude-time characteristics of PA signal, generated in air surrounding sample under investigation. It belongs to the methods of dynamic diagnostics previously introduced for PA applications with direct registration [4] which assumes, for example, the extraction of additional information offered by the relationship among the amplitudes of the phases of the fine structure of a signal. PA signal is excited by a short laser pulse. Sample is placed in lateral chamber of threechamber PA cell described in Ref. [5] . It was shown in Ref. [5] that utilising of such cell helps to overcome difficulties in registration and interpretation of pulsed PA signal caused by excitation of high frequency resonances. We use the two low-frequency resonances. First of these corresponds to in-phase air motion in the inter-chamber channels while the second one corresponds to opposite-phase air motion.
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THEORY
We assume that duration of radiation pulse ifsmall compared to period of air pressure oscillations in PA cell hence the spectrum of PA signal can be expressed as the product of sample transform function and that of the cell. The former is calculated according to thermal piston model [3] , and the latter is derived using quasistatic adiabatic approximation [5] . For thermally thick sample and PA cell with high quality factor the inverse Fourier transform can be performed analyticany. Corresponding expressions for PA signal expected in central chamber of PA cell p, and for difference of PA signals in central and lateral chambers pd are as follows:
where w1,2, -y1,2, Q1,2 are frequencies, dissipation coefficients and qualities of the above-mentioned PA cell resonances, kl,2 = Pp(wl,z), , B is optical absorption coefficient to be measured, p(w) = ( 2 X /~) 1 / 2 is thermal diffusion length , with X being thermal diffusivity of the sample, g(t,kz,wz,yz) is monotonously increasing function which can be expressed in terms of error function and Fresnel integrals. It describes diffusion of heat to sample surface and hence vanishes as P + CO . Factors A and B are independent of time. We treat these factors as non-significant for future analysis. Eq. (l) and Eq.(2) are accurate to the first order in QT,~.
It is clear from Eq.(l) and Eq.(2) that for fixed characteristics of PA cell such parameters of PA signal as rise time and ratios of subsequent maximum and minimum values of amplitude depend only on the product Pp(w2). Hence we can use these parameters to determine P for sample with known X without any extra measurements of optical radiation intensity and sample characteristics. The calculated PA signal, expected in central chamber of PA cell, is shown in Fig.1 as a function of time for photoacoustica~y transparent (k2 = 0.1) and photoacoustically opaque (kz = 10) samples.
Decreasing of P leads to increase of rise time and causes a delay in transition to a steady state.
Comparison of curves presented at Fig.1 allows to determine parameters the most sensitive to change in 0 : C = r -0.25 with r being rise time in units of Tz and E is the ratio of the first maximum and the first minimum of PA signal amplitude. Numerical analysis of Eq.1 shows that these measuring parameters are optimal according to minimum value of error E in determination of P for given level of noise: ~= 3 % if we measure C with absolute error 0.001 and E =2% for measuring 5 with an error of 1%. In both cases optimal value of w2 for making measurements is evaluated from the following equation: Pp(w2) = 1. For measuring parameter ( it can be derived from Eq.(l), neglecting influence of g(t, kz, wz, 72) and dissipation (7, = 0) as well, the following expression for estimation of absorption coefficient: = (tan-'(2*() -I)/p(wz). The same analysis was made for the difference of PA signals in central and lateral chambers pd. Optimal measuring parameters in this case are rise time and ratio of the first minimum and the second maximum of PA response record.
MEASURING PROCEDURE: STEP-BY-STEP
Measuring procedure consists of the following steps: (i) recording of PA signal generated in central chamber of PA cell p, or difference of PA signals in central and lateral chambers pd with selection according to maximum of signal/noise; (ii) measurement of one of the parameters of PA signal described above (for p,: ( or 5); (iii) determination of optical absorption coefficient using relationship between , L? and chosen measuring parameter obtained numerically using Eq.(l) or Eq.(2).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We examined in experiment possibility of using presented pulsed PAS technique for measuring p. We utilize water as a sample, because its thermal and optical properties are well known and CO2 laser as a radiation source. We utilize three-chamber PA cell [5] with following parameters: internal volume of central and lateral chambers are 2.2 sm3 and 8.8 sm3 respectively. Length and diameter of the inter-chamber channels are 5 sm and 4 mm. Calculated frequency resonances w1/2n = 270 Hz, w2/2.rr = 810 Hz are in agreement with experimental data. Parameters of three-chamber PA cell were chosen in accordance with the following condition of optimal measuring regime: pp(w2) z 1. We utilize laser pulse of low intensity (increase of sample surface temperature -l°C in order to provide linear regime of generation and suppress contribution of evaporation. PA response measured by the microphone in the central chamber of the PA cell is presented in Fig.2 . Disagreement with theoretical curve for large interval of time is explained by the variations in frequency response of a microphone near 10 Hz. This complicates interpretation of PA signal. The influence of the variations in a microphone frequency response can be significantly reduced by measuring difference of PA signals in central and lateral chambers because its spectrum vanishes for W < wl and typical value of wl << 10 Hz. We measured different amplitude-time parameters of PA signals p,, pd and using their relationships with P calculated optical absorption coefficient. The mean value of P = 1200~t100 cm-l obtained in experiment is in agreement with literature value [6] : , B = 1080 cm-l .
Theoretical and experimental analysis of proposed pulsed PAS technique allows to make following conclusions: (i) it can be used for both optically opaque and transparent materials; (ii) there is no need in any additional measurements; (iii) reference or calibration sample is not used.
